
Lower Cowleaze, Charterhouse
ower Cowleaze is set in the Mendip Hills 15km south of Bristol on the south
eastern slopes of Black Down above Charterhouse-on-Mendip, centred on
NGR ST5002 5587. The field, immediately east of Mendip Farm and north of

Manor Farm, is rich in earthworks and adjoins the Roman Lead mining town. The
recent LiDAR survey (Mendip AONB 2007) shows the town to have been several
times larger than the contemporary city of Aquae Sulis. The ground has seen very
little, if any, ploughing. As a result earthworks are well preserved, in contrast to the

flat plough ground of Blacklands. My BAArchaeology dissertation studies of this area, form the
basis of this article.

Site reconnaissance and earthwork surveys of Lower Cowleaze by the Charterhouse Environs
Research Team (CHERT) in 2006 have questioned its interpretation in the Historic Environment
Record as the site of a deserted medieval village. A later earthwork survey by English Heritage in
2008, independent of my studies, using high definition GPS (Global Positioning Satellite) confirms
the features noted in CHERT’s survey and adds further detail over a larger area (Figure 1). In 2006,
a resistivity survey by CHERT (Figure 2), indicated a building close to a stone-walled pond and
stone lined conduit. It was anticipated that this building could be a Roman bath house. None had
been identified in the Roman settlement.

Over two weeks in early May 2007, excavations lead by the author, under the direction of Peter
Leach, revealed the building as anticipated but its age was quite unexpected. Associated artefacts,
especially clay pipes with makers’ marks and pottery, were dated to a very brief period covering
about 20 years either side of AD1700. Although the Roman town was within 100m, the only
Romano-British finds were occasional stray pot sherds.

This cottage was about 5m wide under a Cornish slate roof, with flagstone floor, mortared stone
walls, plastered and lime-washed inside. A large quantity of small diamond shaped thin window
glass was found, but the lead cames, and all re-usable building material, had been removed. There
was no indication of any earlier building. Factors that caused its abandonment could include
massive lead pollution (confirmed by analysis of animal bone), the failure of the nearby silver
extraction cupola and the extremely harsh weather of the ‘Little Ice Age’.

The excavations also uncovered the stone-built conduit and, parallel to it, twin stone rubble filled
land drains, as indicated by the resistivity survey. These features looked confusingly like a sunken
roadway on aerial photography. I concluded that Lower Cowleaze was not the site of a deserted
medieval village.

My studies continued and in early 2008, in rather challenging weather, a magnetometry survey
of Lower Cowleaze was conducted using BACAS’ Geoscan FM256 with 20m grids on 1m transects
and 0.5m sampling (with thanks to John Oswin and Chris Parker). This added further features
invisible to the resistivity survey (Figure 3). Close to the cottage was a response suggestive of an
area of burning, perhaps a demolition fire. Notable was the indication of far more extensive land
drains feeding the stone conduit. The conduit itself became nearly invisible on magnetometry,
highlighting the value of using both techniques.

An apparent abandoned sunken roadway, not visible on aerial photos, runs through the trees
that border the southern edge of the field. Water from the conduit can be seen to empty into this
feature, to run down towards Mendip Farm to cross under the modern road and feed another pond
beside Manor Farm. It appears that a complex system of drains and culverts had been constructed
to ‘harvest’ the clean spring water that was issuing in Lower Cowleaze. The construction date is
uncertain but could be attributed to the Charterhouse Carthusians, perhaps incorporating earlier
Roman engineering.
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Figure 1
An earthwork survey of Lower Cowleaze and surrounding area made by English Heritage in 2008
using high definition Global Positioning Satellite.

Figure 2
A resistance survey by Charterhouse Environs Research Team in 2006. The survey indicated a
building close to a stone-walled pond and stone lined conduit. It was anticipated that this building
could be a Roman Bath House.

Legend for Figures 1 and 2

A – Stone lined conduit
B – Excavation trenches
C – Enclosure bank
D – Dams of fish ponds?
E – Land drains



Water was a scarce and valuable commodity on Mendip. Although blessed with plenty of rain,
the streams soon disappear down swallets. Surface water carries risk of lead poisoning, especially
in the days of the lead industry. Water was needed for drinking, human and animal, and also for
fish ponds. Banks of potential fish ponds identified in the earthwork surveys may be associated
with an adjoining Carthusian grange. Water was also required for grist mills and washing lead
ore. It is therefore probable that the conduits and drains were in use in medieval times.

Two sites for a grange at Charterhouse are probable. One, Lower Farm, fits well in the description
of Chedderford, the old name for Charterhouse, in the Carthusian boundary charter (Gough 1928,
Russett 2002). The second is Manor Farm, the collection point for the spring water from Lower
Cowleaze, itself the site of hindeswell, the ‘spring where the hinds are found’ (Gough 1928, Russett
2002). Recent architectural studies of Manor Farm by Barry Jones of English Heritage have
identified features suggestive of a medieval building (Barry Jones pers. comm.). It is probable that
both granges existed.

These multidisciplinary studies have answered some of the questions posed at Lower Cowleaze
but have asked many more. They have also identified several targets for future excavation. Watch
this space.
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Figure 3
A magnetometry survey of Lower Cowleaze made in early 2008 using the BACAS Geoscan FM256.

3 FURTHER LAND DRAINS OR DITCHES REVEALED BY
THE MAGNETOMETRY SURVEY.


